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DEAD TREE

You thrust

Needle sharp, coarse, and

Splintered

Upward

Piercing the deep blue satin

Of the sky

Your arms

Short, broken, lifeless

Reach out, straining

Majestically defiant

Maya Gibson



from the College

BULLETIN
FALL — 1 982

History Prize to be donated by the Board of
Trustees in memory of J. Douglas Ferguson.
The Stanstead College community

heard with deep regret of the death of

Douglas Ferguson, an honourary trustee

of Stanstead College and a supporter of

the school for many years. Mr. Ferguson

was Chairman of the Board of Trustees

from 1 950-52, served as Chairman of the

Executive Committee, and was on the

Board of Trustees from 1 935 to 1 981 . In

his memory, and in appreciation of his

many years of devoted service to the

school, the members of the Board of

Trustees decided that a memorial should

be established in the form of a history

prize to be donated each year at Bac-

calaureate. The memorial was appro-
priate because of Mr. Ferguson's strong

interest in history, not merely as an
academic subject but as an enjoyable

pursuit in its own right.

Mr. Ferguson was not only interested

in Stanstead College and in education as

a whole, but in the individual students,

many of whom would visit him to discuss

their stamp and coin collections. He was
a good person to give them advice. He
was president of the American Numis-
matic Association and was the first

person to receive their Order of Merit. He
was the first Canadian to be elected as a

Fellow of the Royal Numismatic Society

J. Douglas Ferguson Honorary Trustee,

Stanstead College.

and was a Fellow or Honourary member of

many of the leading numismatic societies

of the world. He was the only non-Ame-
rican to be awarded the Farran Yerbe

award, the top honour of the American
Numismatic Association. His collection

of coins is now in Ottawa, the backbone
of our National Collection and his col-

lection of Canadian medals, the largest

ever formed, is in Calgary with the

Riveredge Foundation.

Douglas Ferguson was born in 1 901 in

Bracebridge, Ontario, the son of the

Reverend Doctor J. Ferguson and Susie

(Pearson) Ferguson. He married Bessie

Hubbell in 1928 and they had one son,

John Pearson Ferguson.

He was a great Canadian, a great lover

of his country, and he represented Ca-

nada in many ways. He came to Stans-

tead in 1933 as general manager of

Spencer Supports (Canada) Ltd., and rose

to the position of president and chairman

of the board. He served as chairman of

the Sherbrooke District of the Canadian

Manufactures' Association, as chairman

of that organization for the Province of

Quebec and later as president for all of

Canada. He was appointed to the Cana-
dian Business and Industry Advisory

Committee to O.E.C.D. and N.A.T.O. and
as chairman of this body was the first

Canadian to be appointed to the inter-

national executive in Paris, where he

succeeded in having Canada made a

permanent member of the executive. He
was often invited to Ottawa for economic
consultation by prime ministers and
leading cabinet ministers.

At Stanstead College we will miss his

involvement, his warm interest and his

advice.
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ABOVE: Davis

LEFT UPPER: Colby

LEFT LOWER: Bugbee
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DOUBLE TAKE

UNTITLED

When I was little -

Just a peanut, my dad says -

I used to have a

Little turtle.

I would wind it up, and

Cry when I heard the music.

Later, I’d play on the swing

Outside,

That my grandad made

From wood, and rope, and a tree.

And I laughed

When someone pushed me into the clouds.

Now,

The toy turtle lies somewhere

At the bottom of a closet.

My old swing

Has long since been taken down

Because I didn’t want people

To laugh at it.

And you know what?

Nobody

Ever kisses me goodnight anymore.

- Maya Gibson.

Everyone has another -

A tiny man, ... inside.

He hides deep

Away ...

From everyone else,

In the dark.

But sometimes

When you least expect it

You can see him -

Suddenly

Caught unaware -

Lurking

In small secret spaces ...

Frightened,

He quickly slips from sight.

- Maya Gibson.
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CROSS-COUNTRY RUNNING
Mr. Boyd’s Cross-Country Running Team consisted

of thirty individuals who gave it their all through rain

and shine. The weather proved to be on the wet side for

the majority of the season, but we kept going. Running

this year was for the eccentrics and there were ec-

centrics. We had Nick ‘Mad Dash’ Calyvocas, Andrew

‘I Love Poles’ Eddy, David ‘Late’ Jefferson, Carola

‘The Mouth’ Bunge, and Claire ‘HighHeels’

Haywood. Among the group of bizarre individuals, we

managed to qualify seven people to the Zones, among

whom three qualified for the Provincials; Andrea

Spoerry, Simon Walker, and Alex Hui. Andrea ran her

best race and placed second in the province. Simon and

Alex recorded their individual best times, but un-

fortunately finished well back in the standings because

of the immense competition. All in all a great season

and everyone contributed to Mr. Boyd’s increasing

number of grey hairs.
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VARSITY FOOTBALL
The record for the 81/82 football team is in no

way a representation of the quality of the players

that made up such a large link in the chain.

We had many newcomers and rookies who were

always eager to learn and try their best for the

team’s benefit. We sustained a few less injuries than

in past seasons, but the injuries in most cases were

very serious and meant the end of the season for a

number of players.

The most memorable event of the season was our

second game at Alexander Galt when one of our

‘Tight’ ends asked to be thrown a ‘Fire’ pass up the

middle. So we threw the pass and he ended up

catching the ball, but also ended up dislocating his

knee cap.

Our coaches were superb and did their best to help

us struggle through our season. We thank them very

much.

J. Bushnell.
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JR. GIRLS’

SOCCER

StansteacTs Junior Girls’ Soccer Team has existed for

only two out of the three years that girls have been at

Stanstead. We excelled in ‘playing power’ this season.

Our scoring abilities also improved. Drawing a com-
parison, last year we scored one goal in sixteen games,

this year we scored five goals in sixteen games. Next

year we hope to quintuple the amount!!!
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On behalf of the Varsity Girls’ Soccer Team, I’d like

to say that this has been one of our best soccer years

yet, in terms of friendship and team spirit. Although
we won few of the games played, I think we all had a

lot of fun. As far as I am concerned it’s how you play

the game that’s most important, and not whether you
win or lose.

I’ll have to admit that when we found out that

‘Richard’ - better known as Mr. Chen - was going to

be coaching us we all had some good laughs, but he

probably had a few laughs himself when he saw the

tryouts for the team.

During warm-ups, after the team had been picked,

we all wondered why Mr. Chen preferred to watch us

do our jumping-jacks rather than join in himself. We
all know the answer - Hidden charms, eh, Mr. Chen?

But seriously, Mr. Chen was a great coach and
thanks to his daily HA-HA conferences we finally got

the team together and won a few games. Too bad it

hadn’t been sooner.

- Nadia Bakir.

VARSITY GIRLS’

SOCCER
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BANTAM SOCCER

(BELOW)

The 1982 Soccer Season wasn’t bad at all overall.

Although we only won one game against BCS we had a

good time playing. We had some tough games against

Richmond and Galt. Unfortunately we lost. I’m

looking forward to a good season next year.

- Peter Morris.
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J.V. SOCCER

(UPPER LEFT)

Overall we had quite a good season and almost

made the semi-finals. Unfortunately we lost to

Richmond chiefly because of the ridiculous playing

conditions. In some areas of the field there was more
than six inches of water and the temperature was just

above freezing. Nevertheless, we enjoyed ourselves

very much.

- Bruno Grisee.

VARSITY SOCCER
- Goalie Andy, smile - the season’s gone.
- Defenceman Johnny rarely did things WONG!
- Chris had a very weird left foot slice,

- But Rob Deom’s heading was very nice.

- Acram was alternately good or goofy,
- David Moores played well - even for a Newfie!
- Manuel, our cool Venezuelan man
- worked hard, like Bebrooz - from sunny Tehran.
- Jasmin - thanks for the bruise - it hasn’t gone

yet!

- And flying Blair - How LOW can you get!

- Probably substitute Nakis has had his FILL

- And Amaron’s so slow - thinks I’m over the hill!

- Jean-Yves played well - elusive and speedy,

- And Eric was quick - but inclined to be greedy.

- Lome ran hard - but his shooting was weak,
- Captain Max had the moves - but just didn’t hit

his peak.

- And finally, our manager - and there’s much I

could utter,

- About Ajay Wadhwani - the pride of Calcutta!

- Wm. Walker.
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GIRLS’ BASKETBALL



VARSITY BASKETBALL
The 1981-1982 Varsity Basketball Spartans had a long, tough season from a won-lost point of view,

posting a meagre 3-13 record for the year, and the basketball future is not too bright at the moment.
The basic problems are a lack of great talent and experience. This year’s team was both young and
inexperienced as the club had some grade 9’s and, with the exception of 3 year veteran centre Pat
Berman, the team had no veteran starters returning.

While the season was tough, it was also enjoyable. The team both practiced and played with
tremendous enthusiasm and desire and no one can ask for anymore. Individually, Pat Berman had an
excellent season averaging over 20 points a game while Ron Salzman provided the enthusiasm and
guards Darrell Cook and Jasmin Tremblay added the desire. 1 would hope that future basketball
teams at Stanstead play with the great attitude and sportsmanship that this club did.

B. Denney,
Head Coach



BANTAM HOCKEY
We had a fairly good season. In league play we

came fourth out of five teams. In the playoffs we won
the quarter finals quite handily, but lost out in the

semi-finals. We played a total of thirty-one league,

exhibition and playoff games, winning thirteen, tying

six, and losing twelve.

In tournament play we entered the Bishop’s College

School Independent School’s Bantam Hockey Tourna-

ment with four other teams. We won against Ash-

bury, West Island College and BCS, but lost to the

tournament winners - LCC. A second place finish is

the best our team has ever done in this tournament.

In exhibition games we lost to Selwyn House

School by two goals. In a two game total point

against BCS for a new trophy (the old ETIAC
Bantam Hockey Trophy) we won the first game, but

lost the second badly and thus lost the cup.

It was a very good year in most ways. The two

coaches certainly had fun and a rewarding time. The

players both had fun and did well. Our leading point

getters were Tim Eryou, the Captain, and Justin

Cantor and Peter Morris.

- P. Ashworth.
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VARSITY HOCKEY
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CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING



SQUASH

The growing popularity of squash was clearly shown
by the large number of students trying out for the

coveted sixteen places in the Squash Squad. The Squash
season is a long one, but one in which incredible

progress can be made by the devoted ones. In both boys’

and girls’ sections we had several good players and the

rankings of the players changed many times over the

season. Excelling for the boys were Eric Hamel, Luc
Froelich, and Tom Haitas, whilst Caroline Fradet,

Claudia Hess and Tracey Emms proved to be our best

girls.

Lack of outside competition was certainly a dif-

ficulty, but we managed several matches with BCS,

who unfortunately for us was very strong in Squash
this year and gave us some strong beatings. However
in the mid-winter Independent School’s Squash

Tournament, held at Stanstead and Bishop’s, we
redeemed some confidence by beating all except BCS
in the boys’ category.

My thanks to Mr. Philp, who worked with the

boys’ team - and who gave me lots of practice and

exercise - and to the boys and girls in the programme
who worked consistently through the long season.

- Wm. Walker.
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APRIL-MAY, 1982
Many members of the Stanstead Fire Department are either students or teach

or work at Stanstead College. The unique program of using students as

firefighters has worked well in the Quebec village.
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1. Atop the Great Wall

2. The Heavenly Palace

3. Summer Palace

4. Street in Peking



On March 25th seven

students with Mr. Chen went

on a seventeen day trip to the

Orient. They visited Peking,

Shanghai, Hangchow,
Canton, and Hong Kong. It

was a very fast paced tour.

Students were fascinated with

the sight-seeing, the excellent

service and of course the

food.

Peking seems to have been

the overall favourite. The
Great Wall, the Forbidden

City, Ming’s Tomb, the

Heavenly Temple, and
Summer Palace had certainly

impressed the young
travellers. By visiting various

cities, each member of the

group had personally ex-

perienced a cross-section of

Chinese cultures.

Overall the trip was filled

with interesting anecdotes:

- the shoemaker in Peking

- the basketball game
- the ceiling at the YMCA
- the laundry service

- the B.S Poker
- the Jing Fiang Club
- the late night discussion

with the guides

- the disco in Hangchow
- Nicol’s ‘missing’ custom

declaration form.

By the end of the trip, most

members were tired physically.

However, it was a most

enriching and rewarding

experience for all.

- R. Chen.

1 . At the Summer Palace

2. The Forbidden City

3. At the Great Wall
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TENNIS
Spring tennis was blessed with much better than

average weather, and guaranteed a very pleasant ten-

nis season. Eight boys and eight girls participated in

the programme, some of whom were quite ac-

complished players. Others, especially among the

girls, were relative beginners. With little outside com-

petition, the atmosphere was low-key, from a clubs-

type approach, and this went well. Our inter-

scholastic tourneys were confined to American

schools, and we visited Newport three times for

matches with North Country High School, and also

with Lyndonville. The matches were fun, and we
managed to win more than we lost. In our internal

competitions, Luc Froelich was clearly our best boy

player, with Mike Cross and Paulo Morgera having

good seasons too. For the girls, Andrea Spoerry again

beat her rival, Claudia Hess, to win the singles title

for the second time.

- Wm. Walker.
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TRACK and FIELD

The season began with over forty individuals

working out each day. For the most part it was a very

enjoyable season. The weatherman cooperated and we

were blessed with beautiful weather for all our track

meets.

The majority of students competed to the best of

their ability. This was in evidence by their dedication

and their hard work.

Highlights of the season would certainly include the

Senior Boys’ Relay Team. They consistently placed in

the top three in the various meets. In fact they won
the 4X100 relay in the final meet held at Galt. There

were several outstanding performances by younger

members of the team and it is hoped that they will

continue this trend next spring.

Our Captains, Nadia Bakir and Francis Lambert,

demonstrated their abilities not only with high per-

formances in their events, but with their leadership

abilities to the other members of the team.

Special thanks go to Mr. Philip, Channel and

Gomez who worked all season to make this year’s

team competitive and proficient in their various

events.

- P.W. Boyd.



RIFLE RANGE

This year the Rifle Club was over subscribed and

over forty students managed to get in and win over a

hundred medals in the programme. Mike Amaron,
assistant coach, won the Sharpshooter Award. He is

the third student to reach this very high standard in

the past fourteen years. Ten students reached gold

medal standard. We purchased two new target rifles

and hope to have some renovations in the range this

summer.
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THE PREFECTS
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Congratulations!
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Gary BAKELMUN (prefect)

Patrick BERMAN (prefect)Nadia BAKIR (prefect)



KwongChi CHAN

Andrew EDDY

John BUSHNELL (prefect)

Darrell COOK



Alexander HUIWillow GERBER (prefect)

lan JACKSON (prefect) Francis LAMBERT (Head prefect)



Kin Yip LOUIE

Yuka MICHEZEKI

Jennifer LOOME

John McCLOSKEY (prefect)



Brian MOORE Bruce MURPHY (prefect)

Behrooz NAJAFIANRoderick MURPHY



Seanagh O’MEARA

Subhrajyoti RAY

Christopher RACICOT (prefect)

Christopher RHYDDERCH



Acram SALEMChristopher RUZIUS

Ronald SALZMAN (prefect) Gregory SINGH



Andrea SPOERRY (prefect)

PHOTOS MISSING

GRADE 12

Stephen DOYLE
Brad MOSS
Manuel TORDELLA

GRADE 1

1

Nina COHEN
Robert FOULKES
Luc FROELICH
David JEFFERSON
Albert NG
Ajay WADHWANI

Geoffrey WRIGHT

<§rabe

Clefoen
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Lynne BENOIT (prefect)

Jonathan CARTER

Nazly BAKIR

Nicole BRUCE



Mimi CHENGDaniel CHAGNON

Geraldine COXJames COUGHLIN (prefect)



Robert DEOM (prefect)Paul DEMERS

Nicolas DOYONMarie DOYON



Tracey EMMS

Caroline FRADET (prefect)

Ian EHRLICH

Kenneth ERYOU





Roger LEE

Paula MacTAVISH (prefect)

Blair LOWE

Andrew MOORE



Barbara NAKISDavid MOORES

Kevin REYNOLDS (prefect) Charles RONALDS/MAJOR



Leslie TAYLOR (prefect)

Alain VAILLANCOURT (prefect)

Jasmin TREMBLAY

Jean-Yves VALOIS



A FINAL THOUGHT

The great red bricks that I love so

Have not left my heart, nor started to go.

Oh, yes, 1 agree, my time has come
When I must add the total, review the sum.

The time went too fast, so much to do.

With just one wish, I could make it come true

That wish would be to reverse past time

Return to Stanstead once more in my prime.

The glory stays with me, tucked warmly inside.

Not just the memories, but a great deal of pride.

For a school that loves, a school with a care

A school full of talent, with plenty to spare,

Wisdom and courage, all play a part

That helps reflect the school with a heart.

No more detentions, or early to bed,

No more blue blazers, or girls in red.

Sometimes we disagreed, and even got mad.

Come on, admit it, it wasn’t all bad.

When we look back over the years

We recall the good times spent with our peers.

Those times hold special meaning for one and all;

Thoughts full of colour, like leaves in the fall.

The era is finished, but it’s sure been fun.

Our education’s not over, just solidly begun.

To sum it all up and that’s hard to do

When love is dedicated, and so very true.

But what has happened, where has it gone,

Good luck, Stanstead, Please carry on.
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ACADEMIC
ACADEMIC AWARDS

Junior School

Art Prize . George Chen
Grade 8 .. . Ottilie Nienkamper
Grade 9 .. . Kae-Ja Park

Mathematics Prizes . Edward Lyon
Grade 8 .. . Elizabeth Fantaye

Grade 9 .. . Kae-Ja Park

Science Prizes . Edward Lyon
Grade 8 .. . Sophie Goineau
Grade 9 .. . Paul Bachand

English Prizes . Carola Bunge
Grade 8 .. . Elizabeth Fantaye

Grade 9 .. . Paul Bachand

Social Studies Grade 1 .... Edward Lyon
Grade 8 .... Elizabeth Fantaye

History . Andrew Johnson

Geography . Geoffrey Gallant

Most Improved in French Prizes

(Second Language) . Kae-Ja Park

Prizes in Spanish ... Sophie Goineau
Intermediate ... Anthony Xenos

Prizes for General Proficiency Grade 7 .... Carola Bunge

Grade 8 ..., Elizabeth Fantaye

Grade 9 .... Paul Bachand

Junior School Certificates of Academic Achievement
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AWARDS

Senior School

Art Prizes ... 412& 512

History Prize ... Grade 10

English Prize ... Grade 10

Geography Prizes

Chemistry Prizes

Biology Prizes

Mathematics Prizes

Physics Prizes

Economics Prizes ... Grade 11

Music Prize

Prize for Most Improvement in English

(Second Language)

The George Whitfield Prize for the Most Original Work in English

Composition in Senior School

The A.P. Gordon Prize for Science

The John Wells Prize for Improvement in French (Second Language).

The Anne Mackenzie Prize for English Literature in Senior School. . .

The J.D. Ferguson Prize for History

Maya Gibson /Marie Doyon

Simon Walker

Maya Gibson

Philip Nakis/Gabrielle Ghillany

Robert Burgis/ Robert Deom

J. Coughlin/ Albert Ng

Robert Burgis /Robert Deom

Robert Burgis/ Robert Deom

Robert Deom

Blair Lowe

Naoki Itoh

Maya Gibson

Robert Burgis

Manuel Tordella

Paul Demers

Paul Demers

Senior School Certificates of Academic Achievement



ACADEMIC
Grade XII

English Prize Andrew Eddy

History Prize Jennifer Loome

Social Science Prize Kin-Yip Louie

Chemistry Prize Alexander Hui

Physics Prize Roderick Murphy

Biology Prize Nadia Bakir

Geography Prize Kin-Yip Louie

Mathematics Prize Kin-Yip Louie

GRADE XII CERTIFICATES

Amaron Prizes for French Grade 1 .... Carola Bunge
Grade 8 .... Lori Reynolds

Grade 9.... M. Gisser/P. Kelly

Grade 10 .... Robert Burgis

Grade 11.... Barbara Nakis

The Sybil Galambos Prizes for Frangais

Grade 7 .... Paul de Foiard-Brown

Grade 8 Sophie Goineau

Grade 9 .... Paul Bachand
Grade 10 .... Brigitte Phaneuf

Grade 11 .... Paul Demers

Prix Speciaux Offerts par le

College des Ursuline ... Progres .... Nicole Bruce

Distinction .... Jasmin Tremblay
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AWARDS
Special Athletic Awards

The William Greenshields Trophy for all-round Excellence

and Leadership in Cross-Country Running Andrea Spoerry

The Merle Griffin Trophy for All-round Excellence and
Sportsmanship in Girls’ Soccer Nadia Bakir

The W.A. Ketchen Trophy for All-round Excellence and

Leadership in Football John Bushnell

The Eric Ed Trophy for All-round Excellence and Leadership

in Cross-country Skiing Andrea Spoerry

The Bess Ferguson Trophy for All-round Excellence and
Sportsmanship in Girls’ Basketball Nadia Bakir

The Dr. E.C. Amaron Trophy for All-round Excellence and
Sportsmanship in Basketball Patrick Berman

The Katsi Goodleaf Memorial Trophy for All-round Excellence

and Sportsmanship in Girls’ Squash Caroline Fradet

The Dawes Trophy for All-round Excellence and Sportsmanship

in Hockey Stephen Doyle

The Alice Amaron Trophy for Best All-round Track

Athlete Nadia Bakir

The Russell Langley Memorial Cup for Best All-round Track

Athlete Stephen Doyle

The P.H. Scowen Trophy (All Campus Challenge Trophy)
High Aggregate in All Campus Sports West Team
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SPECIAl

The Donald McG. Hackett Prize for Creativity Blair Lowe

The Thespian Shield for Acting Marie Doyon

The Lee Audet Trophy for Public Speaking G. Ghillany

Junior Public Speaking Award Pam Gordon

The Rotary Club Service Award Ian Jackson

Junior School Science Fair Award ElieFenster

Senior School Science Fair Award Robert Burgis

Carlos Perez

The Melville Campbell Kearns Memorial Scholarship Award Robert Burgis

Alumni Bursary Award Jasmin Tremblay

The Canadian Tire Corporation Scholarship Robert Burgis

The Raymond Lester Memorial Award Nicholaus Calyvocas

The Banting Bursary Award

The Kenneth Reed Memorial Award Jacques Lepine

The Leonard McGilton Memorial Award Simon Walker

The S.F. Abbott Shield, best all-round Athlete in Junior School Peter Morris
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PRIZES
The Thomas Johnson Memorial Trophy for

best all-round Boy Athlete in the School Stephen Doyle

The Shirley Wolter Trophy for best all-round

Girl Athlete in the School Nadia Bakir

The Spofforth Trophy for Excellence in

Science and Mathematics Robert Deom

House Director’s Award
Bugbee House James Coughlin
Colby House Lynne Benoit

Davis House Garry Bakelmun

Headmaster’s Award (Junior Student) Rebecca Nienka
(Senior Student) Francis Lamber

The Wilder Shield (for a Junior Student) Patrick Kelly

Bowman-Hall Award Christopher Racicot

The Birks’ Bronze Medal for best Student in

Grade 10 Robert Burgis

The Governor General’s Medal for best Student

in Grade 11 Paul Demers

The Birks’ Silver Medal for the best Student

in Grade 12 Kin-Yip Louie

The Pitcher Memorial Prize - The School’s

Highest Award Patrick Berman
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